Reply is being moderated?

NINTENMAN94 1,276 posts since
Feb 9, 2011
So recently, I tried replying to a 2 day-old discussion, and when I pressed "Post Message", a page popped up after I pressed the button saying,

"Please note, your discussion will need to be approved by a moderator before it will be viewable by others."

I've never seen this page before, so it kind of caught me off guard. The thing that's confusing is...

1). I wasn't posting a discussion. I was replying to a discussion.

2). The thread, "Lego Harry Potter years 1-4" is the only thread this is happening with.

Can anyone explain what's going on? Any help would be appreciated. Thanks😊.

DIVER24 423 posts since
I have looked in that post, and all you posted was a comment: c

That is all there was in what you typed. I haven't heard about this as a problem. Don't know what to do but wait?

NINTENMAN94 1,276 posts since
Reply is being moderated?

Feb 9, 2011 2. Re: Reply is being moderated? Oct 8, 2011 9:50 AM

Yeah, I originally posted a real suggestion to the problem, but that's when I got the reply message. So as an experiment, I tried posting a letter or something to see if the problem still persisted (and it did). But for some reason, I know I deleted the post with the "c" on it, but I came back on the forums 5 hours later, and found that the "c" post I made was somehow not erased 😏.

DSI'S 438 posts since

Did you put a link or picture in it?

DIVER24 423 posts since

I tried posting in the thread, but I got the same message. And I only put words in it. What happened? Is it really being reviewed by a Mod?

DSI'S 438 posts since
May 8, 2010 5. Re: Reply is being moderated? Aug 11, 2011 1:13 PM

DIVER24 wrote:

I tried posting in the thread, but I got the same message. And I only put words in it. What happened? Is it really being reviewed by a Mod?

I just checked your post, but it isn't there. I wonder if there is some kind of glitch. 😏

NOA_TECH_JANE 249 posts since

NINTEN94 wrote:
So recently, I tried replying to a 2 day-old discussion, and when I pressed the "Post Message", a page popped up after I pressed the button saying,

"Please note, your discussion will need to be approved by a moderator before it will be viewable by others."

I've never seen this page before, so it kind of caught me off guard. The thing that's confusing is...

1). I wasn't posting a discussion. I was replying to discussion.

2). The thread, "Lego Harry Potter years 1-4" is the only thread this is happening with.

Can anyone explain what's going on? Any help would be appreciated.

Thanks.

Hi,

Thanks for reporting this. Your Harry Potter topic is no longer being required to go through moderation before being posted. 😊

The check was in place due to something unrelated, but we've taken care of this and you should no longer see it go through moderation.
Reply is being moderated?

Thanks,

NOA_Tech_Jane

NINTENMAN94 1,276 posts since  

Thanks Jane😊.

42TUBADUDE 154 posts since  
Aug 8, 2012 8. Re: Reply is being moderated? Jun 18, 2013 7:22 PM

I'm having this exact issue!

SNESNESCUBE64 1,197 posts since  

You are having this issue because you are using words that trigger this message. These forums use a filter to red flag these "trigger words" so that nintendo can keep spam out of here. Its best to figure out these words and find replacements for them. It has really been beefed up since the last "spam attack" which happened a few months ago where there was about 20 posts per minute a one point. Anyone looking for legitimate help could not because of it. So now we have this extra moderation so that doesn't happen again.

42TUBADUDE 154 posts since  
Aug 8, 2012 10. Re: Reply is being moderated? Jun 19, 2013 7:03 AM

Oh okay. Thanks for the help!

LUCASFONTANA 4 posts since  

Now I have the same issue.

4RFT5 7 posts since  
Reply is being moderated?

please don't bump old threads